1995 e300d

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Overall not to bad of an
experience. One big negative was the mileage listed was off by 10, miles. Contacted dealer was
told car is still there, drove 45mins and car was not there. Highly disappointed in the car
salesman he then tried to push a new car on me. The people at Direct Auto Outlet were prompt,
polite and helpful. I greatly appreciated the direct open and honest communications that
spanned several weeks. I have Test-driven several vehicles from the lot, as it is close to my
home. The sales staff is very down-to-earth and helpful. Great experience, excellent customer
service, courteous and professional, quick response. I would definitely purchase another
vehicle here, I did buy this Sequoia. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Image Not Available.
CarGurus User. This car was very nice, no damage, no accidents reported. If anyone would ask
me what I thought of. Mercedes- Benz I would have to tell them if this us the car. The greatest
blend of quality, comfort, and fun to drive. I have 2 W E-Class cars and they have been very
reliable. I also have a W with k miles, so these cars are built to last and stay looking great. Great
car with a really smooth ride. Headlights are amazing and the interior is really nice and
comfortable. Why Use CarGurus? Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Mercedes-Benz E-Class. Is it better to lease or buy a car?
Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Read more. Write a review See all 62 reviews. My kid
flipped my ED. I drove this car ,miles in 10 years before my kid reminded me of why I bought it
in the first place. Kid took a curve too fast and the car ended up on the roof, motor running,
wheels turning. I never expected that this would really happen my desire to have a safe "old"
car for my kid was my motivation in buying this car when my kid was ten years away from
having a driver's license. What kind of person would complain about their kid wrecking a 15
year old car with nearly k miles and walking away without a scratch. I found my newest car on
CL. Yes, it is another MB ED only k miles! If lightning strikes twice, I want the same outcome as
the first strike. Read less. Great car bought at the wrong time. I purchased my 95 in I believe it
was reliable the first 17 years but then everything needed to be replaced within 2 years of my
owning. At purchase it had , miles. Thereafter was the water pump, rebuilt trans, heater blower,
radiator, brakes. This car is very nice but understand that the cost of a part isn't bad but the
labor will be outrageous. The water pump for instance wasn't too expensive, the issue was it
took 10 hours labor to dismantle one side of the engine to get to it. Minus normal things going
wrong and it just so happened to be after I owned it, it's very well built. Analog clock still works.
Everything still works and it's not 20 years old. As of now I have essentially replaced everything
but the alternator and battery and it's solid. Keep this in mind.. My understanding is there are 2
common issues with this model.. The reverse tends to go out and thus a rebuild is necessary.
The gel in the motor mounts will solidify and the car when at a stop light will cause the car to
shimmy a bit due to the mounts no longer sustaining the shock. Driving my Sun-Roofed Bank
Vault. I just acquired it!! Mega- comfort, Mega-quiet, Mega-class!! I've heard that Mercedes lost
money on every one that they built due to engineering costs. All I know is that I can fly this baby
over bad railroad tracks at 70 mph and the cowl doesn't move a centimeter. Doesn't help
off-the-line acceleration, but she'll boogie up to mph without a whimper. Classic proportions,
precision engineering, and faultless built add up to good investment. For a work car this thing
rocks. This is the second D I've had I work out of my vehicle hours per day days per week. I got
it in spades. This one I've had 2 years. I've put over , miles on it and it has delivered continually.

You just have to regular maint. I take care of it and it takes care of me. Write a review. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average
Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the E-Class. Sign Up. Despite not being a car
guy in any sense of the word, even my Dad got addicted to V8 thrust and would go onto owning
at least one more V8-equipped E-Class before retiring to a quiet and reliable lifestyle of Honda
ownership. This one is in far better condition than any of his, with a gorgeous tan leather
interior. The OM diesel engine was no powerhouse, but it likely seems relatively sprightly
compared to the Wera diesel engines. Horsepower was around b. Certainly, nothing that will win
you any stoplight drag races but plenty fine for in-town travel. Of course, given this is a
Mercedes, the highway driving characteristics are likely equally complacent, even if you have to
plan your overtaking moves a bit more carefully than in non-diesel model. Things look clean
underhood but no maintenance details are offered. Outside, the standard eight-hold wheels are
still mounted, as are the sometimes vulnerable headlight washer arms more than one of these
was lost to an automated car wash in my childhood years. This generation of the W featured a
slightly more windswept look than the earlier cars, and really still looks quite modern today. If I
ever go back to a long-distance commute, a car like these makes an awful lot of sense for
economical cruising, especially with such low mileage for a diesel-equipped example. With
plenty of time left in the auction, expect to see this one go higher. They can suffer somewhat
from the wiring issue, but not nearly as much, as the diesels have far less engine wiring than
the gas engines do. I have owned the exact same vehicle for the last 21 years. I average about
30 mpg. Current mileage is k. It did suffer from the less than brilliant wire insulation issue and I
just had the transmission replaced. The sunroof is troublesome. I figure I can get another k out
of it as it seems the engine is bullet proof. These diesel engines are pretty much bullet proof
when the required maintenance is performed. The big MB tranny usually last kk before require
rebuild. I have the model. It also gets a consistent 30 mpg. These are good cars. Seats are not
leather. Gorgeous car. One of the last truly well built Benzes. Nice car. Just be aware that this
guy is flipping it and may not have the title in his name. There is no NJ registration on it, but has
NJ plates that could be from another car. It still has the NY Registration on it where the owners
info is scratched out and a NY inspection sticker that may be expired. The car could have had
an issue passing inspection in NYâ€¦. The vacuum locking system is also a nightmare as they
age. Things can and may eventually break, esp. Made in an era when most cars still struggled to
reach k in good shape, these were hardly broken-in at k. As compared to the newer models, the
current crops are P. Since I can do most of the repairs, it was relatively affordable. I will hold on
to it as long as possible! Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it
featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free
daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn
Finds. Jeff Lavery. More: Mercedes-Benz. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments Chas H.
Louis Chen. Pete Phillips. NY titles can be worrisome! Do due diligence and check into that
before commiting any cash!!! I sold my 95 at , miles, still running fine. Longroof Survivor:
Pontiac Executive Safari. No Reserve: Chevrolet Corvette. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email
Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds?
Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit
Reached! A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a

few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Images are general in nature and may not reflect
the specific vehicle selected. Mercedes-Benz hit its stride with the mid-range E-Class in ,
introducing a number of features which are taken for granted today. Although it was a big,
heavy luxury car, it could outperform contemporary sports cars like the Porsche and IROC
Camaro, with a top speed of mph and mph in 7. The E-Class was faster than the larger S-Class
and models, but could also be driven carefully to manage 30 mpg on the highway. Most came
with a four-speed automatic, while a five-speed manual gearbox was a rare option early on. ABS
was standardized in The 4-Matic all-wheel drive system was offered from in the U. The W
replaced the blunt W and featured a coefficient of drag as low as. The five-link rear suspension
is now commonly used and a semi-Citroen rear system was self-leveling. It used struts and gas
spheres, though the ride height was fixed, and maintained by coil springs at rest. The single
wiper employed an eccentric cam to enable to to sweep almost to the windshield corner.
Optional rear headrests could fold down when not needed to improve visibility. The exhaust
was also fitted with the first oxygen sensor to enable the engine to run more efficiently.
Progress was steady and subtle. A passenger airbag arrived in , the interior was upgraded in
and the stereo improved in , the same year that ASR traction control was introduced. ASR used
the brakes to slow slipping wheels and was so sophisticated that it practically replaced the
heavy, expensive and complicated 4-Matic system in all but the most severe conditions. A TD
turbo diesel wagon was offered in , while the bhp gasoline powered version replaced it in Both
have four-speed automatic transmissions. Both have self-leveling rear suspension and can
carry 1, lbs. For those looking for performance, the short-wheelbase CE coupe arrived in , with
plastic lower body cladding. It gained variable valve timing a a four-valve head in , while the
transmission was revised in to start in first gear instead of second, for a considerable
improvement in performance. The E-Class raised the bar significantly for mid-range sedans,
coupes and wagons and good examples remain handsome and competitive today. That said,
there are some problem areas. The air conditioning is notorious for automatic climate control
problems, the switch pad can fail, and compressors are fragile. The Becker Grand Prix radio is
also unreliable. Early cars need valve seals to be upgraded to Viton, while alkaline U. Deferred
maintenance can be frustrating and expensive, as almost all systems are complicated, including
accessory belt drives, suspension flex discs and ABS brakes. Expect thorough records and
insist on a pre-purchase inspection. For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not
imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy
declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the value displayed here is
different. If you would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Get a
Quote. Model Overview Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle
selected. History of the Mercedes-Benz W Mercedes-Benz hit its stride with the mid-range
E-Class in , introducing a number of features which are taken for granted today. Make
Mercedes-Benz. Model E-Class. Clean Condition. Everything Works. Original Books And
Manuals. Starts Without Hesitation. Heater Works. Radio Works. Garage Opener. We can assure
will you pay the best rate possible. All of the transport companies we use are fully insured and
bonded. We ship many vehicles to Canada, Europe, Asia, Australiaand any major port in the
world. We will work with our export partner so that it will be a care free experience. Give us a
call or send us a message and we will be happy to give you a quote. Buyer agrees to pay
remaining balance due plus applicable fees and taxes within 7 days of the close of the auction.
All financial transactions must be completed before delivery of the vehicle. Any descriptions or
representations are foridentification purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty of
any type. We try to represent it as accurately as possible to disclose any known defects
associated with this vehicle. Seller assumes no responsibility for any repairs. We do not
warranty anything that may orcould happen after sale. Any inspections are to be completed
before the end of sale, not afterward. Thanks so much for your bids, good luck. This is a
fantastic used car for a host of reasons. Diesel Mercedes Benz Engine that is built like a tank
and will outlast a tank- see reviews. Great Fuel Efficiency and Millage. A high-value luxury
automobile that is built for comfort and style for a rock bottom price. Do not consider this
automobile if you Do not have the cash to pay for ongoing maintenance and repairs. The parts
on this car usually can be sourced used for an affordable price, but when purchased new, can
be very expensive. I am gearing up to move abroad for work and am opting to sell the car now.
This leaves me with no time to make the following routine repairs before time of sale Muffler
repair3. Front Brake Pads4. It may be higher if you go to a dealership. There are also a few dings
and rust spots on the body. Celebrating our 16th year of vehicle sales, we welcome you to view

our listing. Our customers can get into an exceptionally nice car with the convenience of online
buying. We only sell clean, serviced automobiles. The feedback and reputation speak for
themselves! Modern Mercedes Stylingâ€¦â€¦â€¦.. Easy to Read Full Instrumentation â€¦â€¦. I had
one of these for my own use and sold it after many miles of reliable operation. This one is local
to Birmingham and has been treated to many service items by our local dealer. You will not find
one this nice nor with this mileage unless you buy one from a museum. We learned about this
model coming in as a trade and snatched it right up. This is a car that I would definitely keep
and drive for myself, but it needs to go into service to some lucky owner. But, of course, you
expect vehicles this nice from Grove Automotive Group, Inc.! It is obvious that the prior owner
serviced what needed attention right down to a new drive belt and drive belt tensioner
hardware. The oil looked relatively clean as did the remainder of the fluid items. Even the wiper
blade has the Mercedes emblem so we deferred making any changes. The battery tested a bit
low so we did install a new Mercedes battery for you. Why buy one that needs work? How much
will that cost you in addition to the car itself? Buy from Grove. There is a storage fee after the
first 30 days first 30 days are at no charge and we offer the storage up to 90 days when the
balance is to be paid in full. You can take up to 90 days to pay for the vehicle as long as you
follow the payment schedule that is posted. What this means is that when you come to get the
vehicle or when you go to the shipping terminal to get your vehicle, if you are not satisfied with
your purchase your purchase money is refunded. Shipping, order processing charges and
additional service work ordered are not refundable. Summary: Clean and ready to go, all of my
vehicles are rust-free! Why even consider buying a car that is from the salt belt when mine are
clean and rust-free? That area is the rust capital of the world! Ownership: Grove Automotive
Group, Inc. The organization is financially sound and has no outstanding debt. All of the
vehicles are owned, free and clear, by Grove Automotive Group, Inc. There is no automotive
finance company breathing down my neck pressuring me to sell a vehicle. Yet another clean,
hand-picked Mercedes for our exceptional list of satisfied customers! Customer agrees that the
actual sale and title transfer will occur in Shelby County Alabama regardless of the method of
delivery or shipment. Disputes arising from this sale in any manner are agreed to be under the
venue and jurisdiction of the laws of Alabama, specifically a court of law located in Shelby
County Alabama. Deal with a professional! Your questions are always welcome at This vehicle
has been "Code Scanned" to identify any engine, transmission or body faults that may not
otherwise be apparent! This vehicle passes all diagnostic tests! Do you know any other used
car dealer that has made this kind of investment? Vehicle Condition: This car is as close to new
as you will ever find for a model! The balance is due upon pickup or shipment. Absolute
satisfaction at point of delivery or up-front money cheerfully refunded. This auction is open to
serious buyers only. Balance in full is required at 30 days. Beyond 30 days, check for storage
availability and cost. Alabama residents have no additional fees due to Grove Automotive
Group, Inc. The dealership operates a retail location in Alabaster Alabama! Welcome to one of
the finest and long-term eBay sellers on the board. Thank you for your purchase! Any
unauthorized use will be reported to the civil authorities and will incur a substantial charge from
Grove Automotive Group, Inc. Unauthorized use of these terms is prohibited. Grove Automotive
Group, Inc. Extremely rare black on black color combo with gold package sets this D apart from
the rest. Zero rust vehicle. It has been garaged since new and has been MBZ dealership
maintained. The original window sticker still looks new, just like the rest of the vehicle. The
upholstery has virtually no wear, please review the detailed photographs. The exterior is above
average for the year. There are a few micro blemishes that have been touched up with MBZ
paint. The front end has some small stone chips, visible in pictures. The most noticeable
exterior blemish is a scratch on the right side of front bumper visible in pics. The rest of the car
looks fantastic. Recent service includes hoses, belts, fuel filter, Mobil 1 synthetic oil change,
glow plug module relay, and overall multi-point inspection. There are zero leaks and zero
issues. The power headrests are the only feature that are inoperable. They can be manually
tilted forward and backwards, and the entire seat controls function flawlessly. The wood trim is
perfect. There is zero cracking, no chips, nothing to pick at whatsoever, and I am very, very
picky.. The entire interior is as new. All labeling is flawless except for one speck on the climate
control "off" button, please review all of the detailed photos. The heater also works flawlessly.
All other power features work as they should. All gauges work properly and are known to be
true and correct. Records are stamped in the service manual. This E-Class' interior has not
suffered from spilled food, animals, or any damage. Words cannot express how exceptionally
mint this '95 is. This is a premium vehicle for an educated buyer. Please, serious offers only.
Offers too low are automatically declined. Please contact through eBay if you have any
questions. Thank you. OM engine was first introduced to US for Mercedes w in and w diesel up
to , and then it was changed back to turbo after The diesel w model was famous for a leaking

head gasket; therefore, the OM non -turbo was the improvement of OM This engine has zero
rust and a low mileage non-turbo engine. Model Series. Here is a nice opportunity to buy a well
kept and all original and premium example of a classic Mercedes E D. Read on for a full
description. Mechanically this Diesel engine starts up smooth with no smoke, no blow by when
warm. Good smooth power and shifts. Straight alignment and the steering is tight. Brakes also
feel good without pulsing or pulling. Exhaust, tie rods, lighting and everything else for PA
specks is above par and it has a current State inspection. Undercarriage is clean without any
rust or damage. This car is as good as you get mechanically. Cosmetically it is about as nice as
you will find. Clean straight body panels and paint. Shines very well and was just professionally
detailed. It may have stone chip or two but there is nothing outside of those that you could call
damage. No dings, dents, scratches, rust bubbles or issues Wheels are all spotless and free of
curb rash or corrosion and they also have their original paint. The interior is very nice.
Leatherette is all plush without wear out or cracks, carpets, headliner, door panels are all very
clean without damage. The only two flaws I can honestly say there are; is the rear bumper
drivers side corner has a scuff and the drivers side mirror surround rubber is cracking must
have had a window on that side of the garage and let the UV rays in to damage it. If you have
any questions feel free to give me a call at , my name is Travis. I have a clean PA title in hand
and ready to sell. Please before bidding have all money and finances done because I do not
finance and I have to be paid in full within 7 Days the end of the auction, this vehicle can only be
stored for 30 days after the sale, if you or your shipping company is not here to pick the car up
within that amount of time you will loose your opportunity to purchase this vehicle along with
any money that was put down on the car. This vehicle is sold as-is with no warranty expressed
or implied. If you are shipping this vehicle through DAS I can drop it off at the Harrisburg
terminal at no extra charge as well. The remainder will be due at delivery of the vehicle or within
7 days. I will accept Pay-pal for the deposit only. If you want to pay with pay pal for the entire
item, you will also have to pay the fees. At delivery, I will take cash or cashiers check for the
amount only. Any personal checks will have to be cleared by the bank before delivery of the
vehicle will take place. Buyer is responsible for any taxes or title transfer fees that may be
incurred. You are welcome to inspect this car prior to bidding. Also I am only human so I may
have missed something that may be very important to you so please call for a fully detailed walk
around description. This vehicle has an inline 6 cylinder diesel engine with 4 speed automatic
transmission. The car runs strong and transmission shift smoothly as it should. I purchased the
vehicle in Florida and drove it from the East Coast of Florida to South Western Colorado in one
shot without stopping and the car had no trouble. I drove it for the last year and now no longer
need a second vehicle for commuting to work as I moved closer to work. My assessment of this
vehicle is that it is far from perfect so if you are looking for a very clean car, look elsewhere, and
expect to pay more. This car does have a pretty solid core and should provide many more years
of reliable safe transportation for its next owners. The leather seats are in great shape and
carpets are in good condition with no odd smells inside All of the fuel lines and fuel system
0-Rings have been replaced along with fuel filters The fuel system has been cleaned The heat
and automatic HVAC functions all work A bunch of old vacuum lines have been replaced The
battery was replaced last year when I got it The Bad The headliner cloth is coming down but is
not damaged so it should be able to be re-attached The fuel system got clogged up shortly after
I got it from Florida to Colorado and required filters to be cleaned and tank to be cleaned out.
But it seems pretty good now. The information portion of the instrument cluster Time,
Temperature, and mileage has some varying lines of dead pixels and needs a new ribbon cable
to repair it. My neighbor backed into the driver side front fender, I pulled the majority of the dent
out and the photos show a good idea of what it looks like now. The previous owner had the
hood and roof of the car repainted to repair some of the damaged paint. All of the imperfections
are show in photos. One of the power locks doesn't always work and is related to a vacuum leak
in the system. I had it fixed but it doesn't seem to work well in cold weather. The AC does not
work. The system has been inspected and should just need to have a few seals replaced and
maybe the compressor then have the system recharged. There is no black residue in the system
indicating any catastrophic failure. The car does NOT have a lack of power or responsiveness
though. Best Offer! Model d. Automatic transmission, power windows all work. No rust, starts
with ease and runs great. An original car. Not a restoration. Michelin tires. Serviced and ready to
be driven. Please contact us with any questions and purchase details. Vehicle Photos: Vehicle
Warranty: Used Cars may have a Remaining-Factory Warranty, but please contact us for the
warranty details specific to this vehicle. We reserve the right to end an auction early. All cars
are immediately ready for delivery upon sale. Please call to make arrangements for payment.
Payment Types: Cash in person, Certified Funds, Institutional Financing All sales transactions
must be completed within 7 calendar days of auction close. Please contact seller first for

vehicle availability. Although every effort is made to present accurate and reliable information,
use of this information is voluntary, and should only be deemed reliable after an independent
review of its accuracy, completeness, and timeliness. It is the sole responsibility of the
customer to verify the existence of options, accessories and the vehicle condition before time
of sale. Any and all differences must be addressed prior to time of sale. No expressed or implied
warranties, including the availability or condition of the equipment listed is made. EPA mileage
estimates for comparison purposes only. Actual mileage may vary depending on driving
conditions, driving habits, and vehicle maintenance. Fees and Taxes Out of state buyers are
responsible for paying tax, title, license and documentation fee. The customer is responsible for
registering the vehicle in their home state. Please reach out to dealer for details. Call or text ""
to for more information. Model E No extra fees! This Mercedes runs and drives excellent! The
motor purrs and has plenty of power. The motor stays cool and sounds very strong. I just put 6
new glow plugs and a fresh new CCA battery in so it fires up excellent in the cold. The brakes
stop the car just fine. The heating and air conditioning system works properly. The car has a
rest feature that keeps the interior heated for 25 minutes after the car has been turned off using
a small coolant pump and keeping the blower motor on low then auto shut off kicks in after 25
minutes. The exhaust is all there minus the tail pipe that came off at some point so there is
some heat bowing to the rear bumper from hot days. This one has the power moon-roof in glass
that works nice. The car gets great fuel mileage in the mid 30's. It was a non smokers car. The
car has some rust spots but is a great driver. The lights, horn, wipers, locks, windows minus the
rear drivers side all work. The car has power seats and power adjusting steering wheel that
works nice. The cluster sometimes will not indicate speed, tachometer and fuel level but always
records miles. It is a glitch that comes and goes. I have put several hundred miles on this car
and found it not bothersome. The cruise control still works too. The car
camaro rs
dodge caravan repair
minecraft fuse box
is a very nice and comfortable Mercedes to drive especially on the highway. Rear windows off
motor, easy fix. Car runs perfectly I need bigger car. Can connect you with neutral mechanic
reference who can testify regarding the quality of car. Mercedes E Diesel. This is a very clean
almost mint condition Mercedes sedan. Current odometer reading I have owed this vehicle
since March in that time I have replaced many serviceable parts with genuine oem parts a full
list is available upon request. Vehicle full size spare has never been installed also original first
aid kit never been opened. I will be happy to answer all of your questions. Thank you Neil
Martinsburg, WV. Sacramento, CA. South Milwaukee, WI. Absarokee, MT. Chester Twp, NJ.
Gervais, OR. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Category - Mileage Posted Over 1 Month.
Year Make Mercedes-Benz Model d. Category - Mileage - Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

